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Netherlands | Shared Cultural Heritage 2017-2020

**POSTED ON 05 JUL 2021**
Europe Readr: 2021 The Future of Living

**POSTED ON 22 JUN 2021**
UCLG publication: Culture Policies and Action of Local Governments in Response to COVID-19: An Asia-Pacific Perspective
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Arresting Art: Repression, Censorship, and Artistic Freedom in Asia

**POSTED ON 25 MAY 2021**
Managing Asian collections in European museums | New publication launch
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Creativity for People and Organization’s Wellbeing - New essay
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'Cross-border cooperation for museums' - NEMO toolkit
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Rewiring the Network - IETM report
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Res Artis Survey 2 report on impacts of COVID-19 on residencies field
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ABOUT ASEF CULTURE360

culture360.asef.org brings Asia and Europe closer by providing information, facilitating dialogue and stimulating reflection on the arts and culture of the two regions.
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